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Yugioh serenity age

Name: Serenity Kawai-Wheeler (Kawai is the maiden name of her mother, but she also uses Wheeler in honor of Joey)Age: 13Nationality: AmericanSpecial Press: Determination, courageLikes: Joey, Duke, her friends, learning new thingsBest friend: Joey WheelerBackground: Serenity is
his younger sister, Joey, and she adores him completely! As a child, first in New York City and later in Domino City, Joey was always her protector and her best friend. Her eyes were always bad and Joey made sure she wasn't teased or bullied by the other kids. When their parents
divorced and each decided to keep a child, it absolutely devastated both of them. Joey never forgave his mother for not taking Serenity, but he took her so far as to see her. When Joey won the money for her eye surgery, Serenity returned to Domino City with Miss Kawai to enter the
hospital there. Serenity fell in love with Domino City all over again and wanted all the more to move back. It was particularly difficult for her to leave Joey after finally reuniting with him again. When Ms Kawai saw an extremely positive change in Serenity due to being around Joey and his
friends, she seriously began considering moving back as Serenity had begged for years. Joey's father's strange disappearance sealed his decision and they moved back, taking Joey with them to a better house. Where Mr. Wheeler went is still a mystery, one that can be answered
sometime. Serenity is very popular with Joey's friends and acquaintances. Tristan and Duke were both on her romantic attention, and eventually decided she had leaned more toward Duke. Tristan sees her as a second brother. Of course, they're still too young to be serious, but Serenity
has proven her love and loyalty and determination to support Duke when David was killed and Duke couldn't handle it. Later, when Duke found a way to get it back if a price was paid, Serenity finally took on the burden of remembering the truth on its own, so that Duke would be free of guilt
and self-blame at last. Personality: Serenity was raised very sheltered by her mother and grew up reserved and quiet. When he's with people he's comfortable with, he opens up and shows a playful side and teasing. She is also much stronger than she thinks, and her true courage always
comes out when her loved ones need her most. Despite Joey's idolization, she acknowledges his mistakes, especially his short temper. She scolds him when she starts to let him get out of control and otherwise stands up to him when she disagrees with his decisions. Sometimes she
seems densely act about Joey's cluelessness, but deep down she doesn't realize at least sometimes, but chooses not to say anything because she would rather support him instead of pointing out how off-the-wall his behavior may be. She doesn't think there would be any point in between
timelines: Serenity is much more prominent in the new timeline! Personality-wise, she's pretty much the same in both, though we don't see a lot of her in the past. I don't remember Tristan and Duke's situation being resolved in the old calendar either. It was only later that I really started to
develop more of a taste for Duke/Serenity and Cheershipping became my other YGO pair of choice. (I really despise that the name of the association, though, at least where its origins lie in Duke's anime intro and the awful idea of him having cheerleaders.) I just really think duke/serenity is
a healthier pairing option because Duke wouldn't shelter her and would be more likely to let her spread her wings. The last thing he needs is sheltering more! Of course, my interpretation of Duke is a much more moral person than most fans see. If I thought Duke was the way most fans think
he is, I'd probably back up from pairing in horror. Serenity is Joey's little sister. She had very bad eye sight, and the operation to fix it costs $3 million. Joey took the money from Yugi when Yugi won the Duelist Kingdom Tour. Serenity and Joey were separated when they were young
children. Joey's mom took Serenity and Joey's dad took Joey. Serenity always believed in her older brother, and Joey never let her down. Tristan had/had a crush on Serenity. Editor's note:I it was said that in manga, Serenity and Seto get together, and in anime it was Serenity and Tristan
who got together. However, she does not meet anyone in anime or manga (although Tristan and Duke have a crush on her). The serenity and Seto rumor began when it seems that in the manga she wins it over with a song. That's not true. In fact, they only speak once in manga; when she
asks him to land the airship to take Bakura to the hospital. Then he ignores her. While he may not be the king of games, Joey Wheeler deserves all the praise he receives. Fans of the original Yu-Gi-Oh! anime remember Joey fondly as comic relief, a kind of underdog duelist, a valuable ally,
and of course one of Yugi's best friends. Needless to say, he was an essential lymated member expressed in both manga and anime, although there were somes changed or added in for Joey during anime that differed from his manga counterpart. Sometimes it was a necessary
improvement and other times the changes were ridiculous, but it definitely helped make the anime version of Joey a different beast from the manga version. 10's Outfit While simple, Joey's outfit is quite recognizable, from the green jacket during the Duelist Kingdom bow and his t-shirt from
the Battle City bow. However, his outfit during Battle City in anime was changed from what was in the manga. In the manga, Joey didn't wear the shirt of anime fans remember, but his school uniform instead. That was a good way. Good. change things for Joey, and certainly gave him a little
more variety in his wardrobe too. 9 Lone Paperboy Due to a large amount of debt that a certain family member caused (more on that soon), Joey lived mostly impoverished and had to get a few jobs at a very young age to pay back those debts. This included a paperboy trail that gave him
the name Lone Paperboy in middle school. She was allowed to keep her jobs, despite being similar to the rules that made Téa keep her job a secret. This detail was completed omitted in the anime, although parts of its financial situation remained. 8 His name (Jonouchi/Joey) the American
audience that watched Yu-Gi-Oh! are probably the most familiar with Joey's Americanized name, but of course this was a change that happened when 4Kids got licensing rights for anime. In the manga (and later the Japanese version of the anime) Joey Wheeler was actually called Jonouchi
Katsuya. The change was a footnote in a long set of things 4Kids changed about the anime they licensed to appeal to the American public (and not the only one on this list in Joey's case), though rather oddly the name made the stick to the character. 7 He loses to Duke in Monsters duel in
Yu-Gi-Oh! Anime, there was a mini-arc thrown between the Duelist Kingdom arch and the Battle City arch introducing a new game to the series called Dungeon Dice Monsters and its creator, Duke Devlin. In anime, Duke and Joey go up-to-the-feet in Duel Monsters and Joey ends up losing
and have to pretend to be his dog as punishment, but the manga made things a little different. In the manga, Duke beats Joey in a simple game in Four Ace, which Duke puts in his favor. It can be argued that Joey had a chance to win in anime, but in the manga, he lost before the start of
the game. 6 Some of his signature cards had different effects fans of Joey and Yu-Gi-Oh! Card game know of his cards easier to recognize and what they do. While his books don't seem to be much at the beginning, Joey really managed to pull off some impressive victories, though his
books in manga didn't work the way most are familiar with. Cards like Jinzo, Copycat, and Rocket Warrior had completely different effects or conditions added to them. Indeed, a lot of books from Yu-Gi-Oh! were different from anime and even the actual game, but it seems that Joey's most
famous monsters especially had this treatment. 5 Brooklyn Accent Anyone Familiar with 4Kids Yu-Gi-Oh! English dub remembers Joey Brooklyn's accent, is almost as famous as Joey himself and like changing his name, it's something that's stuck with him in the minds of the western public
Obviously, this was still a 4Kids change made to Americanize anime. In the original manga, Joey's speech patterns were slightly similar, but were more toward being rude and in terms of like a delinquent. This might be why 4Kids went for change, but it's a manual example of their infamous
translation antics. 4 Creepy Chin From All Changes Yu-Gi-Oh! anime made to Joey, there could be no stranger or more meme-worthy than his creepy chin. At times, Joey would make this face (which was never seen in the manga) and certainly turned a few heads to the viewing. It seems to
have come out of nowhere, but there was a reason behind his inclusion. After it turns out, this face was inspired by Japanese fighter Antonio Inoki. Joey's chin would appear from time to time and it was funny because it was creepy, because it ended up stirring up countless hilarious memes.
3 He ended up participating in several duels Joey's career as a duelist started rough for him, but became better and better until he could stand alongside other top duelists like Kaaiba &amp; his buddy, Yugi. Believe it or not, Manga Joey didn't participate in so many duels as he did in anime.
Even his ferocious duel with Yugi during the duel kingdom arch was something added to the anime. Apparently the anime wanted Joey to take part in several duels, and somehow, this was a welcome change. Seeing Joey duel more, viewers were able to see him slowly entering his own
world until he was one of Duel Monsters' greatest players. 2 His family situation While most viewers in Yu-Gi-Oh! anime are familiar with Joey's relationship with Serenity's sister, his family situation from manga, especially as far as his parents are concerned, does not really get any attention
in anime. In the manga, Joey's parents are divorced and Serenity lives with their mother while Joey is forced to live with his alcoholic father. Joey's dad is actually the reason for all the debts Joey worked to pay back, caused by a great gambling addiction. While Joey's father is not seen or
even named, the effect of his destructive behavior on his family speaks for itself. 1 He gets a lot more reference in Spinoffs While Joey may be impulsive and a bit of a goofball at times, he eventually became known as a Legendary Duelist. In Yu-Gi-Oh! GX's manga, which is about the
beginning and end of any mention of Joey's impact on the world of Yu-Gi-Oh! and Duel Monsters, but that changed into anime. In GX's anime, Joey receives many more references and mentions, including being named by Maximillion Pegasus, who admits that Joey has raw talent for the
game. He apparently even had a duelist cousin, who is mentioned in his 5D (seen above). I'm glad to see that Joey really got the appreciation he deserved. NEXT: 10 Yu-Gi-Oh! Animation that words can not describe the following Naruto: Each main character's Strongest Jutsu, officially
ranked topics related to author Ethan Supovitz (111 Articles published) More from Ethan Supovitz Supovitz Supovitz
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